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Abstract: Over the last years, there has been a great development on real time terrain visualization applications using remote databases. One of the main problems that these applications must face is the system scalability. These applications usually use a client-server model that cannot support a large number of concurrent requests without using a considerable number of servers. In this paper, we propose a new hybrid P2P models for terrain interactive visualization systems. The comparative performance evaluation results show that the system throughput achieved by these strategies can be more than three times higher than the hybrid P2P strategy proposed in the literature, significantly improving the scalability of these systems.

1 INTRODUCTION

Real-time terrain visualization is a very active research field in the area of computer graphics. We can find a large number of applications, where one of the main tasks is to display virtual terrain models at interactive frame rates.

This virtual terrain information is usually stored in large remote server databases. Since users visualize only a small portion of this information, usually they prefer to download only the required information, rather than store the whole databases in theirs computer local disks. Nowadays, the terrain visualization applications usually use a client-server model (C/S model) to access these remote databases over the Internet due to its ease of management. However, this model has a limited system scalability.

In order to solve this problem, peer to peer (P2P) models could be used. There are two main types of P2P models (Scholmeier, 2001): pure P2P models, where each computer node act as client and server simultaneously, and hybrid P2P models, where additional computer nodes act as system server exclusively. A pure P2P model presents some important disadvantages in a terrain visualization application with respect to C/S models, than can be avoided using hybrid P2P schemes.

In this paper, we propose new hybrid P2P models. Using them, the number of required servers can be significantly reduced with regard to the classical C/S model, while still providing the same performance.

2 RELATED WORK

P2P models refers to a network where communications take place with direct connections between peer nodes, without using any dedicated server. Most networks and applications usually contain some non-peer elements which can act as clients, servers or both (Zhu, Gong, Liu, Song and Zhang, 2007). Despite that, these networks and applications are usually called P2P, but it would be called hybrid P2P (Scholmeier, 2001).

One of the most important problems to be solved in P2P communication models is which other nodes must be classified as “neighbors” for each node, in order to require them the information needed. We can assume that two users placed in a similar location in the virtual scene will require a similar terrain information. Therefore, the list of neighbors of a given visualization node could be formed by the nodes that are closely located to it in the virtual scene. Solipsis (Frey et al., 2008) or Vorogame (Byukkaya, Adbalah and Cavagna, 2009) are examples of Distributed Virtual Environments (Singhal and Zyda, 1999) that use this strategy. Nevertheless, the location of users in the virtual world is not related at all with the physical location of their computing nodes. As a result, the network latency among distant computing nodes may prevent this strategy to reach the desired efficiency.

Other works also considers additional parameters in order to obtain the list of neighbor nodes, like transmission data time, data availability or network band-
width (Royan, Gioia, Cavagna and Bouville, 2007). However, all these works do not deal with large terrain databases, and therefore, they do not focus on the problems associated with the transmission of this type of information.

Zheng, Yu, Li and Gau in PeerTR (Zheng, Yu, Li and Gau, 2007) propose a specific model for real time terrain visualization. This model uses a mixed solution where clients can obtain information from others clients or from a server, reducing the system server workload compared with classic C/S model. A detailed description of this work is done in section 3.1.

3 HYBRID P2P MODELS

Visualization delays in a terrain visualization applications context are unacceptable, because clients require a fluid navigation experience over the scene. Hence, continuous availability of all the terrain information must be guaranteed. In a pure P2P model it cannot be guaranteed, since nodes can join or leave the system at any moment. Also, an initial terrain database distribution among the existing nodes is required in order to avoid a single point of failure and a possible bottleneck. However, this distribution is infeasible because it cannot be predicted when these nodes will join into the system. In order to solve these problems, we have defined several new hybrid P2P models.

3.1 Strategy 1: PeerTR-Based Model

PeerTR (Zheng, Yu, Li and Gau, 2007) is an hybrid P2P model proposed for real time terrain visualization. A given client node can obtain terrain information from the nodes in its list of neighbor clients. In order to guarantee permanent data accessibility to the whole terrain database, there is a server which appears in the list of neighbor nodes is required in order to avoid a single point of failure and a possible bottleneck. However, this distribution is infeasible because it cannot be predicted when these nodes will join into the system. In order to solve these problems, we have defined several new hybrid P2P models.

In the original PeerTR system, there is a dedicated server which stores the complete terrain database, and it also manages the topology of the system. In order to avoid a single point of failure and a possible bottleneck, we have split this server into two kind of servers: memory nodes, that serve the terrain database, and connectivity nodes, that manage the system topology.

We also have defined two new types of memory nodes: terrain database nodes, which stores the whole terrain database, and support server nodes, which provides terrain information to the visualization nodes when they cannot obtain it from their neighbor nodes. Typically, users are often interested in a reduced portion of the terrain database. For this reason, support servers could store a reduced region instead the whole database, acting as “cache” nodes. In order to guarantee the continuous access to whole database information, this node will access to the terrain database node when terrain data are not found in its cache.

The Connectivity Node is a special support server that is able to manage the topology of the system. It sends periodically to each visualization node a list of neighbor visualization nodes and a support server in order to require them the terrain data.

A Visualization Node refers to a client which performs the interactive visualization of terrain data. The terrain data to be displayed are downloaded from other neighbor visualization nodes or from the support servers, and they are stored in a local disk cache. Although this node already existed in the original PeerTR model, it has been modified: first, the list of neighbor visualization nodes size has been limited, in order to add the same computing overhead regardless of the number of neighbor visualization nodes connected to the system. Second, the cache size has been limited, so it only stores the most recently downloaded terrain data, reducing the visualization node storage requirements. Third, the visualization node will periodically report which terrain information stores only to the visualization nodes in its
neighbor list, instead to all visualization nodes connected to the system, reducing significantly network and computing overhead.

3.2 Strategy 2: Neighbor Nodes Query

The process of reporting other nodes about the terrain information stored in a given visualization node cache may produce a significant overhead. In order to avoid this overhead, we have developed a new strategy that uses the same scheme of the strategy 1 (Figure 1), but where terrain information reporting is avoided. In order to obtain the terrain data, a visualization node sends a message with the required data to each node of its list of neighbor visualization nodes. Each neighbor node answers back indicating which required data are available in its cache. The report also provides other parameters like the node workload status or the network transmission latency. These parameters are used by the visualization node to estimate the response time of each neighbor node. According to this information, the visualization node selects one or more neighbor nodes in order to perform a concurrent download of the terrain data required. If none of the neighbor nodes stores the terrain data required or the estimated response time is too high (it can be a serious problem for a fluid terrain visualization in real time), the visualization node requests the data terrain to its assigned support server.

The use of this strategy may supposes a significant reduction in the number and size of the message exchanged, reducing the overall processing time.

3.3 Strategy 3: Specialized Server Cache

In a terrain visualization application, visualization nodes usually require data about the region that they are visualizing. In both strategies 1 and 2, a support server is assigned to each visualization node exclusively using the criterion of the current workload in the existing support servers. In order to improve the use of the support servers, we have defined a new strategy where the assignment of a given support server to each visualization node also takes into account the region of the scene displayed by the visualization node, selecting the support server that currently stores in its cache the greatest amount of terrain data required by the visualization node and supports a low workload. This support server selection is dynamic, changing over time in order to satisfy both criteria. The scheme of this strategy is the same that the one used in the strategies 1 and 2 (Figure 1). Obviously, this strategy makes sense when there are more than one support server in the system.

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A remote terrain visualization system using an hybrid P2P model can consist of a large number of clients, requiring a lot of human and material resources that result unaffordable for a single research team. Therefore, we have implemented and tested an execution-driven simulator that can measure the performance of the hybrid P2P models when they are used in a remote terrain interactive visualization system.

4.1 Simulator Characteristics

We have implemented a centralized, execution driven simulator of the P2P system written in C++ which follows a discrete event simulation methodology (Sadoun, 2000). This simulator supports multiple peer-to-peer networks structures and different network characteristics like message transmission time, network contention, transmission errors, network delays or node saturation. In order to validate the simulator, several tests have been carried out varying the simulator configuration parameters. Some of these parameters are: number of visualization nodes, number of support servers, cache size, request process time, transmission time, transmission error, etc.

4.2 Simulator Validation

In order to validate a simulated model, it should be compared with another reference model that can be either real or simulated (Sargent, 2005). Since there is not a comparable simulator for terrain visualization systems in the literature, we also have implemented a real terrain visualization system to validate it. A reduced number of visualization nodes has been used (between 10 and 35), due to the limited resources available. With this number of nodes it is not necessary a large number of servers, so only one terrain database server, one connectivity node and between 1 and 3 support servers have been used.

In a terrain visualization application, the movement of the users in the virtual world can be quite different over time. Some different initial user’s position distribution and movement patterns distributions are usually used to evaluate DVE systems (Morillo, Rueda, Orduña and Duato, 2007). We are going to use similar distributions and patterns to evaluate our new models. Initially, user’s position on the map is randomly selected from an uniform distribution. After that, users can move following different movement patterns: randomly around all virtual world (uniform distribution), towards only one “hot point” or towards several “hot points” (Figure 2).
The terrain database used in the tests is the Puget Sound database (Georgia Tech College of Computing, 2011). This database is usually used to test terrain visualization applications due to its varied geography. Different cache sizes have been tested for support servers and visualization nodes, according to this database size. Although we do not show here the results due to space limitations, comparative examples can be found in Olanda’s work (Olanda, 2010). All the results show that the behavior of the real system is very similar to the behavior of the simulator, with a maximum relative error lower than 6%. These results validate the simulator as a reliable tool for measuring the performance of the proposed hybrid P2P models.

4.3 Evaluation Results

Different test have been performed in order to compare the new hybrid models. We have used the simulator to test these models with a high number of visualization nodes. In these tests, several simulator parameters like cache sizes, request process time or error time, have been fixed by experimental tuning. In order to select a transmission time, an interval of possible message latency values has been fixed using a study of actual broadband quality developed by Oxford and Oviedo Universities (Oviedo and Oxford Universities, 2009).

4.3.1 Movement Patterns Effects

We have first studied how the different movement patterns followed by users in the virtual scene may affect the proposed strategies. This study has been performed using two support servers connected. Figure 3 shows the average system response provided to visualization nodes by strategy 3 for different movement patterns.

Figure 3 shows that, when users follow a uniform movement pattern, the strategy 3 supports around 2500 visualization nodes. However, it supports up to 4000 nodes when users follow a movement pattern with one “hot point”, and up to 6000 visualization nodes when users follow a 4 “hot points” movement pattern.

These significant variations in the system throughput are due to the fact that users move within a limited region when there are one or several “hot points” specified. As a result, visualization nodes probably store in their cache the information required from other neighbor visualization nodes, (because all the nodes require similar information), and the number of requests from the visualization nodes to the support servers decreases. In the case of several “hot-points”, there are several regions where users tend to crowd and this produces a better specialization of support server caches, resulting in a lower response time.

According to this results, we can state that the movement pattern producing the highest system workload is the uniform movement pattern. In order to measure the performance of the proposed strategies in the worst case, we have used this movement pattern in all the performance evaluation results shown in the subsequent sections.

4.3.2 Single Support Server

The hybrid strategies 1 and 2 and the classical C/S model have been compared in order to evaluate which one provides a higher throughput (since only one support server is used, hybrid strategy 3 results are the same that the strategy 2 ones).

Figure 4 shows the average system response times for all the requests generated in the simulation as the number of visualization node increases. As it could be expected, the plot for the classical C/S model shows the lowest throughput, reaching saturation when 100 visualization nodes are present in the system. However, the Strategy 1 supports 600 visualization nodes, increasing the throughput five times with respect to the C/S model. This improvement is due to the inherent scalability of P2P models with respect to centralized schemes. That is, in Strategy 1 the nodes can get the required information from other neighbor nodes, avoiding the access to the server. The plot for Strategy 2 shows that this strategy outperforms Strategy 1, supporting around 800 nodes without reaching satu-
ration. This result shows that the strategy of asking about terrain data to the neighbors when needed, is better than periodically reporting about what information contains each node. One of the reasons for this behavior is that the reporting message have a size several times greater than the size of the messages used to transmit the terrain data.

Figure 4: Average system response times for one support server.

Figure 5 shows the percentage of requests served by support servers as the number of visualization nodes increases. It is worth mention the significant decrease of this percentage for both hybrid strategies for a reduced number of nodes connected to the system, and how this percentage slowly decreases for a high number of nodes. The reason for this behavior is that as the number of visualization nodes increases, a given node can obtain the required data from more neighbors (that explain the quickly initial decrease). However, there is always a significant percentage of visualization node requests that cannot be found in a neighbor node (due to the large size of the terrain database and the limited size of the visualization node caches), so the support server has to solve them. The non-significant reduction of this percentage for a high number of visualization nodes explains the server saturation of the support server shown in figure 4: the server workload steadily increases as the number of visualization node increases.

According to these results, we can state that the hybrid models provide a higher scalability than the classical C/S model, and the new strategy 2 provides a higher throughput (it allows a greater number of connected visualization nodes) than strategy 1.

4.3.3 Several Support Servers

In order to evaluate the scalability of the different strategies, we have measured the system performance using more than one support server connected to the system. Discarded the C/S model, the three hybrid strategies have been compared.

Figure 6 shows a representative case of the performance provided by the proposed strategies. Concretely, it shows the average response time provided to the visualization nodes by each considered strategy when three support servers are used. This figure shows that Strategy 2 provides a system throughput that is 2.5 times greater than strategy 1, supporting around 4000 visualization nodes without reaching saturation. In turn, strategy 3 provides a throughput 20% higher than strategy 2.

Figure 6: Average system response times for three support servers.

Figure 7 shows the average percentage of requests served by the support servers. This figure also shows that the percentage of requests served by the support servers are very similar for strategies 2 and 3. Therefore, the greater throughput of the strategy 3 with respect to strategy 2 shown in figure 6 is due to the “region caches” achieved in strategy 3, which provides a higher number of cache hits (it is not needed to access the terrain database), reducing the response time for serving these requests. As a result, there is more available time for serving more requests. In order to prove this statement, Figure 8 shows the percentage of visualization node requests found in the support servers cache. The plots in this figure shows that strategy 3 achieves around 90% of cache hits from 2000 visualization nodes up, while strategy 2 hardly reaches 70% of cache hits.

These results show that the specialization of the support server cache achieved by the strategy 3 provides the highest system throughput of all the strategies considered in this work, therefore providing the highest level of system scalability.
5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a comparative study of new hybrid P2P strategies for terrain visualization systems that improve the scalability of the classical C/S model. In order to measure the performance achieved by each proposed strategy, we have developed and validated an execution-driven simulator.

The performance evaluation results show that the best strategy consists of avoiding the periodical reporting among peer nodes about the current information contained in each node, and also using the support servers as cache memories specialized by regions of the virtual world. The system throughput achieved by this strategy can be more than 3 times higher than the hybrid P2P strategy proposed in the literature.
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